(3) TIME Freedom
TIME - it exists only once - then it's gone.
TIME - it is "more valuable" than MONEY.
------------ // ------------

Unlike MONEY - which can be earned / saved / spent / invested / given away /
squandered / lost - TIME cannot be manufactured or tucked away somewhere.

However, creating RESIDUAL INCOME
Streams >>>> CAN buy us some TIME!

RESIDUAL INCOME = TIME FREEDOM!
While Money is ‘unlimited’ - Time is limited - so it holds a greater value.
Residual Income 'gives you back' TIME - to spend doing what you love! It
is not about the MONEY residual income gives us - it’s about the precious,
limited, T-I-M-E it gives us!

CASH FLOW QUADRANT (The CFQ) - As the
famous author ,coach, investment guru, Robert Kiyosaki’s
CFQ shows - you cannot enjoy T-I-M-E Freedom if you
have L-I-N-E-A-R Income (Employees / Self Employed)
as your source (see the LEFT side of the CFQ).
Problem - It is very difficult (almost impossible) to develop
passive [residual] income streams from a JOB - or from
providing SERVICES (i.e. Employees, and the Self
Employed [CPAs / Attorneys / Physicians / Dentists /
Electricians, etc]) … where you are depending on "billable
hours" - simply trading "hours for dollars" -- time for
money, since there is NO or little, LEVERAGE in (Click) >
that process. Study the Cash Flow Quadrant (CFQ).
You'll need to find ways to "move to the RIGHT side of the CF Quadrant (the B and the I side) in
order to amass real wealth - plus future TIME Freedom.
Vulnerable - The "risk" factor for the self employed is high, because their income
generally STOPS whenever "they" stop (sickness, accident, holidays, burnout etc).
Unless they have a "backup" (a Plan B) - they are exposed - and if the bills and
overhead don't get paid, that only adds more "stress" to the situation.
HOW to Develop 'RESIDUAL [on-going] Income'? - There are many different ways to
create "Residual [+ Passive] income" >>> real estate rentals // insurance renewals //
royalties, from books, CDs // pensions // annuities // starting an eBusiness (to market
your own digital info. products, like eBooks, Audios, eReports, etc.) // becoming an
Affiliate for other's products and services (Direct Marketing // eCommerce Marketing //
Affiliate Marketing) // Network Marketing // Blogging // Internet Marketing, etc / etc..
BUSINESS OWNERSHIP is the KEY to building Wealth (through Residual Income) –
see the B Quadrant,- top RIGHT of the CFQ (= PROFITS). And then - after all of your
own economic needs are looked after - INVESTING excess $$ (the “I” Quadrant -lower RIGHT of the CFQ) will pave the way to TIME and FINANCIAL Freedom for you!
Entrepreneurship - Each method requires its own skillset - each method has its pros
and cons - but bottom line - the "concept" of developing PASSIVE INCOME - through
LEVERAGE - and ideally, ONLINE (perhaps from the comfort of your own home) - is
very wise.

BOTTOM LINE
For TIME Freedom, becoming an entrepreneur - or a
netpreneur (with the 'right kind' of a Home eBiz) - is
perhaps the best solution for the vast majority of people.
WHY? Because of its low start-up costs … its ease of
operation … and its high scalability (leverage, via the
Internet).
Such an Online eBusiness can lead, not only to your financial security, but to true
prosperity, and to real abundance. Even on a Part-Time basis at first - it can help to
“break the chains” that control, and disempower, SO many people today!
WORK FROM HOME Opportunity - Finally, there IS an opportunity that is available - an
‘exceptional’ WELLNESS, Direct2Consumer eBiz [not an MLM]. It could be thought
of as the perfect SIDE BUSINESS -- for busy, self-employed, Business Professionals …
i.e. [Physicians / Dentists / CPA’s / Attorneys / Chiropractors / Real Estate Agents /
Naturopaths / Insurance Brokers / etc] + Teachers, Stay-At-Home Moms and Dads,
Athletes, Retirees, Network Marketers, Baby-Boomers, etc, etc. - - This (Side Business) is a “disruptive” global Opportunity of a
Lifetime - ideal for those who truly, want to OWN THEIR LIFE,
are open to being coached - and are willing to put in the [parttime] effort >>> a D2C WELLNESS eBiz (again, not “MLM”).
F-R-E-E-D-O-M => Means to 'OWN' Your Life => HOW? => You "must" have ... the
HEALTH + the MONEY + the TIME (not just [1] or [2] - but ALL [3]! ... and this Home
eBiz "can" deliver EACH of these vital ASSETS … IF built with the “right” business /
financial / marketing, and ethical principles. For full info on this, please contact ME.
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